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Abstract:
I use the articulations of whiteness narrated by the prosecution and defense, in the high-profile, capital murder trial of Casey Anthony, as the focal point from which to begin my analysis, by looking at how both victim and perpetrator statuses were ascribed to (the body of) Casey Anthony. In particular, I use the courtroom constructions of Casey Anthony to examine how the defendant was framed through discourses of whiteness and femaleness/femininity. These discourses were themselves subject to different interpretations and functions by both counsel in the two prominent texts describing the Anthony case: Presumed Guilty – Casey Anthony: The Inside Story by Jose Baez and Imperfect Justice: Prosecuting Casey Anthony by Jeff Ashton. Through close readings of these texts, which together form the data set for this thesis, I assess how one narrative upholds an assumed, hegemonic social norm concerning the un-criminalised status of white womanhood, while the other narrative serves to destabilise that norm by “trashing” Casey Anthony’s white, feminine identity.
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Harriman Room. 15. Pleasure vs Pain: An application of Beccaria’s pleasure pain principle on the convicted prison population of Trinidad and Tobago. Karen Lancaster-Ellis, University of the West Indies, St. Augustine (Trinidad & Tobago). 16. Mama’s House: An Examination of the Ability of Mothers to Parent while Imprisoned in Trinidad and Tobago. Ayinka Nurse- I followed the Casey Anthony case in the media and didn’t find much new here. Still, it was interesting to read Ashton's comprehensive account of the case - along with his speculations about why the jury didn't convict. My opinion (for what it’s worth): Caylee's death might have been due to some bizarre accident. Casey Anthony is white trash and her mother's willingness to believe years of lies clearly contributed to Caylee's death. I believe Casey killed Caylee more to spite her mother than for any other reason. This would easily fall into the 1-star category if it were not well constructed and obviously factual where needed. The facts however still are being used to support some far reaching if not incredulous conclusion that were not needed for the prosecution to be successful. Casey Anthony Trial was the highly publicized murder trial of the mother of Caylee Marie Anthony, a two-year-old child whose remains were discovered in December of 2008. Casey Anthony was found not guilty of first-degree murder in July of 2011. The event has been called “the social media trial of the century” by Time Magazine[1] due to the record amount of online activity about the case. Background. The video shows members from Anthony’s legal team celebrating, laughing, and dancing in the restaurant, while surrounded by televisions covering Anthony's trial.[12]. Social Media Coverage. This high profile court case is the first to take place in the presence of the established series of online social networks.